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This paper documents the mechanical system of the Electric Cable Differential leg, and

its incorporation into a monopod hopping robot named Thumper and a bipedal robot

named MABEL. The ECD Leg is designed with physical springs and other passive dy-
namics to match a mathematically simple, bio-inspired mass-spring model, which can

exhibit robust and economic walking and running gaits. With this design approach, exist-

ing spring-mass theory-based controllers can be used to control the robot. The scientific
goals of this work focus on finding an energetically optimal leg stiffness for running, and

results from experimentation on Thumper and on a simulation of Thumper are presented.
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1. Introduction

The Electric Cable Differential (ECD) Leg is designed to implement theory-based

spring-mass running and walking gaits based on existing bio-inspired mass-spring

models. We created three copies of the ECD Leg: one is the monopod named

Thumper, used to explore the optimal stiffness for hopping while at Carnegie Mel-

lon University, and recently retired to the Dynamic Robotics Laboratory at Oregon

State University. Two additional ECD Legs are bolted together as a bipedal pair,

named MABEL and installed in Professor Jessy Grizzle’s lab at the University of

Michigan. MABEL has demonstrated successful and robust walking gaits, and will

continue be used as a platform to explore advanced feedback control theory for

legged locomotion .1 Videos of both machines are posted on the Dynamic Robotics

Laboratory web site .2 We built the ECD leg for two main reasons: first, to study

and understand the role of compliance in legged locomotion, and specifically to show

that there is an optimal leg stiffness for running gaits. Second, to work towards the

eventual goal of building bipedal robots that can walk and run in the real world.

Many of the design features of the machine are unique, and useful for future legged

robots.

In this paper, we describe the design of the ECD Leg, as well as final data from

the last experiments on Thumper. We will briefly describe the control algorithms

used in experiments on Thumper, derived from existing work. Finally, we present

1
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(a) Thumper (b) MABEL

Fig. 1. The monopod Thumper 3 and the biped MABEL 4 are identical designs using the Electric
Cable Differential Leg. Thumper successfully hopped around the room, and MABEL has demon-

strated successful walking gaits.

experimental results from Thumper and from simulations of Thumper, hopping

in place and hopping at forward speed. The experiments show that there is an

energetically optimal leg stiffness for hopping in place or at speed. For the design

philosophy of the ECD Leg and extensive background information, please refer to

our 2008 Robotics and Automation Magazine article .3

2. Background

The Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model, shown in Figure 2, is the

basis for most of the work on legged locomotion, implicitly and explicitly, both in

biomechanics and robotics. It is a mass on top of a spring, which bounces like a

pogo stick. The SLIP model provides a reasonable approximation to the center of

mass (CoM) motion of an animal in a running gait, regardless of the number of

legs, the size of the animal, or the running gait employed .5–9 Animals as diverse as

ghost crabs and elephants exhibit running gaits that can be approximated by the

SLIP model .10,11 A bipedal version of the SLIP model also replicates ground force

reaction profiles for walking gaits, making a strong argument that the SLIP is a

good model for all legged locomotion gaits.12

Tuned Leg Stiffness. Animals create spring-like behavior by using tendons as

internal physical springs, storing and returning energy with each stride .13–15 Storing

and returning energy using physical springs can dramatically reduce the overall

energy consumption for a runner, but only if it is tuned to an appropriate stiffness.

Leg stiffness that is too high causes energetically wasteful ground deformations, high

stresses in the body, and high acceleration of sensors or other sensitive components.

Leg stiffness that is too low results in a long stance time and larger deflection of
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Fig. 2. The Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum. Prismatic joint X, variable spring stiffness K, leg

angle θ.

the leg, possibly reaching compression limitations of the leg or hip angle limits. A

long stance time is more expensive energetically, because the animal or robot must

hold its weight against gravity for a longer period of time, assuming the motor is

in series with the leg spring.

In addition, using springs (tendons) in series with motors (muscles) allows an-

imals to minimize the power output of their muscles .16 The muscles move little

during the highest forces in the middle of stance, allowing the tendons to do most

of the work .17 Similarly, animals can maximize their power output while jumping

by tuning the muscles to an optimal stiffness .18,19

Tuned leg stiffness is also important for passive stability properties of legged

locomotion. Seyfarth, Geyer and Gunther showed that the SLIP model becomes

self-stabilized if the leg stiffness is properly adjusted and a minimum running

speed is exceeded, for certain angles of attack .20 Full, Kubow, Schmitt, Holmes

and Koditschek showed similar results in both computer simulation of a running

cockroach and mathematical analyses; the model demonstrated passive stability in

its running gait and an optimal leg spring stiffness for maximum passive stabil-

ity .21–23 These mathematical and simulation case studies argue that a particular

leg stiffness will maximize the passive stability of a SLIP model running gait, in

addition to the energetic and power output benefits.

Spring-Mass Running Robots. Successful running robots exhibit SLIP

model behavior, and most likely were designed specifically to do so. They all utilize

mechanical springs of some sort; either air springs in the Raibert hoppers, a steel

coil spring in the ARL Monopods and Uniroo, or fiberglass springs in the CMU

Bowleg hoppers and in RHex .24–28 Energy is stored and released with each stride,

much like animals use tendons as springs in series with muscles. These robots, most

notably the ARL Monopod II and the CMU Bowleg, are very energetically efficient

compared to non-SLIP legged robots. The ARL Monopod II is a good example of

the use of natural dynamics in the mechanical design; it can take several hops with

all power turned off.

Other Robots. A number of robots have been built for the purpose of walking

and running, with varying degrees of success .25,27,29–31 There are generally two

classes: robots that utilize mechanical springs to store and release kinetic energy
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during a running gait, much like animals, and robots that rely on software control

to implement all behaviors. Robots with rigid transmissions such as RABBIT and

Asimo do not use springs, and are examples of machines that attempt to create

all dynamics through software control .30,31 If these robots are capable of an aerial

phase, it is only at the expense of great motor power output and high energetic

cost, with relatively unpredictable dynamic behavior at ground impact. Further-

more, the response of such machines to a disturbance, such as a slightly raised or

lowered ground surface, will vary dramatically from that of an animal due to the

fundamental mechanical differences. Even slight disturbances can make these robots

fall.

The MIT Leg Lab’s “Spring Flamingo” walking biped and Boston Dynamics’

“Big Dog” walking and running quadruped both use springs, but not for energy

storage .32,33 The springs on the MIT-style Series Elastic Actuator (MIT-SEA) are

primarily for force sensing and mechanical filtering purposes, and are essentially a

soft load cell, acting as a force sensor for the low-level controller .34 This approach,

correctly applied, can result in impressive performance, but at the cost of high

energy use for running gaits; Big Dog uses a gasoline engine as a power source.

An important point to be made is that adding compliance is useful only when

properly designed as part of the mechanical and software control system. For ex-

ample, researchers at Waseda University built a biped with antagonistic compliant

joints to mimic the joints of a human, rather than to implement principles of loco-

motion .35 The robot walked much more slowly and tentatively than a comparable

rigidly-actuated robot, presumably because the controllers were derived from rigid

humanoid machines and not designed to work with the compliance; thus, the com-

pliance became a hindrance rather than a help.

3. Mechanical Design

The ECD Leg is designed to behave in a dynamically similar manner to the spring-

mass model of Figure 2. It is important to note that these behaviors are passive,

meaning the mechanical system exhibits them with no active control. By matching

the passive behaviors of the mechanical system closely with the theoretical model,

simple controllers that are designed for the model will also work well on the robot.

The legs of the robot consist of a familiar human-style leg with a thigh and a

shin, but only a rounded hoof for a foot, like the point-contact toe of the spring-mass

model. To achieve the spring-mass dynamic behavior, a series of cable differentials

transform the thigh and shin angles into leg length and leg angle. One electric motor

controls the leg length, acting in series through a spring, and one motor controls

the leg angle. By using this series of mechanical differentials, the motors and the

springs can be placed in the body of the robot, concentrating the mass at the hip

joint while minimizing leg mass, to more closely match the mass-spring model. We

have attempted to minimize any dynamic behaviors that are not represented by the

spring-mass model, such as leg mass and viscous damping.
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Table 1. Parameters for Thumper.

Leg Length, fully extended 1.0m

Leg Length, fully retracted 0.5m

Leg Angle range ±45◦ from vertical

Robot mass 38kg

Passive “Knee” stiffness 512-585 Nm/rad

Motor peak torque 30Nm

Speed reduction between motor and knee 31.5

Knees are used rather than a prismatic joint for several subjective design reasons:

to reduce leg inertia, create a stronger joint, more easily enable sensing of the leg

position, simplify wire routing, and allow a larger workspace for stairs or other

obstacles. In addition, knees enable a convenient nonlinear mechanical advantage,

which can enhance passive stability to disturbances in certain situations.36

Leg stiffness is adjusted in three different ways: swapping springs between ex-

periments, active software control during the stance phase to modify the passive

spring behavior, and changes to the knee angle upon landing. The ECD Leg has no

antagonistic springs, and cannot adjust its stiffness mechanically, like the BiMASC

or AMASC.37,38 This tradeoff favors mechanical simplicity over conveniently ad-

justable leg stiffness.

In this section, we describe the function and layout of each differential with

a diagram illustrating the location of each pulley and the label for each relevant

component.

3.1. System Notation

Analysis of the differentials and control of the ECD Leg requires a clear notation

defining all degrees of freedom. Our system coordinates begin with those defined in

Figure 3, and all other coordinates are based on these basic coordinates. The leg

angle, qLA, is the angle between the torso and a line drawn from the hip to the toe,

and is related to the thigh angle and shin angle:

qLA =
θC t + θCs

2
. (1)

The Leg Shape, qLS , is associated with leg length:

LL = 2d cos(qLS) (2)

qLS = arccos

(
LL

2d

)
, (3)

but it is maintained as an angle rather than a length for our calculations. The

physical representation of the leg shape is the angle from the leg angle, qLA, to the

thigh angle, θC t:
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Fig. 3. Official notation for all calculations on the ECD Leg. Leg Length, LL, is the length of the

line from the hip to the toe, and leg angle, qLA, is measured between that line and the torso angle,
qT . The leg shape, qLS , is a rotational angle, and related by a sine function to the leg length.

qLA + qLS = θC t. (4)

The angle of the knee is related to the angle of the shin and thigh:

θknee = θCs − θC t, (5)

and the leg shape is related to the thigh angle and shin angle:

qLS = −θknee
2

=
θC t − θCs

2
. (6)

3.2. Mechanical Differential Configuration and Notation for

Thumper

The initial design of the differential configuration was done with simple diagrams

and sketches, connecting differentials to one another with various constraints. How-

ever, for the detailed design of the pulleys, a more careful analysis must be done,

to determine the exact range of rotation for each pulley and the forces on each ca-

ble. The range of pulley rotation determines the location of the cable termination,

which must be machined into the shape of the pulley. Knowing the cable forces is

necessary to appropriately size the cables, and to design the entire mechanism to

minimize the pulley and cable sizes, while still supporting the stresses throughout

the system.

We begin with the following definitions:

• Each pulley has a unique label, which can be used in calculations.
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AtCsp
AsCsp

(a) Hip Differential

WAtCsp
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−
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Dsp

C
sp

WAspDsp WBspDsp
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(b) Spring Differential

Fig. 4. Dashed lines depict axes of rotation, with the D pulley axes fitted to the rotating frame

of reference of their corresponding C pulleys. Cables can wrap around a pair of pulleys like a

standard belt, represented in the figure by parallel lines, or like a figure 8 to change the direction
of rotation, represented by crossed lines. The two differentials are linked through the WAtCsp and

WAsCsp cables. Pulley Ct is the thigh joint of the robot, pulley Cs is connected directly to the

shin, and pulley Csp corresponds to the fiberglass springs.

• q is used to describe the coordinate system angles, and completely define

the configuration of the robot. The controller interacts only with the q

variables, and motors are all labeled with q variables.

• θ refers to a rotational angle of a labeled pulley.

• r refers to the radius of a labeled pulley.

• τ is the torque of a motor or an outside force.

• X is a linear displacement, such as that of a cable unwrapping from a pulley.

• a superscript “*,” as in LL∗, indicates a desired value rather than a mea-

sured value.

For the analysis and calculations of cable stress and pulley rotation, we assume

that the system is in static equilibrium, thus no pulley inertias affect the cable

forces. We also ignore any effects of friction, which are negligible compared to the

overall loads. Although the cable pairs on each pulley have a pre-load to tension

them against each other, we are considering only the difference in the cable tension,

or the resulting applied torque to the pulley. In the real system, the cables will

stretch, and the pre-load is necessary to prevent cables from going slack and falling

out of pulley grooves; but if the pre-load is roughly half the peak load that the

cables will see in operation, then the peak pulley torque will result in one cable at

zero tension and one cable at its peak load. The result is similar to ideal stretch-free

cables with no pre-load, so we can safely ignore this detail in the analysis.
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rAs = 66.04mm rAsp = 66.04mm rAt = 66.04mm rBs = 66.04mm

rBsp = 41.15mm rBt = 66.04mm rCs = 80.77mm rCsp = 66.04mm

rDs = 66.04mm rDsp = 66.04mm rDt = 44.45mm rbLA = 76.20mm

rsLA = 21.00mm rbLS = 88.90mm rsLS = 31.75mm rmLA = 19.05mm

rmLS = 19.05mm

Table 2. Pulley radii for ECD Leg

Hip Differential. The hip differential, shown in 4(a), takes two inputs, the leg

angle and the leg shape, and transforms them into the shin angle and the thigh

angle. Cables connect to the hip differential from the leg shape motor and from

the spring differential, which controls the leg shape. The hip differential is actually

a pair of two discrete cable differentials, constrained in several places to exhibit

the desired transmission relationship. To calculate the forces on the cables and the

relationships between motor torques and relevant degrees of freedom, we start with

some basic force balances and position constraints.

Force balances from the diagram in Figure 4(a):

FBsDsrBt + FBtDtrBt + FBtMLArBt = 0 (7)

FBtMLA =
τMLA

rMLA
(8)

FAtDt = FAtCsp = FBtDt (9)

FAsDs = −FAsCsp = FBsDs (10)

FAtDtrAt + FBtDtrBt + τthigh = 0 (11)

rAt = rBt (12)

FAtDtrAt + FBsDsrBt + τshin = 0. (13)

Position constraints from the diagram in Figure 4(a):

θBt + θAt = 2θC t (14)

θBs + θAs = 2θCs (15)

θBtrBt = qMLArMLA (16)

θBs = θBt (17)

θAt = −θAs. (18)

The motors are referred to by the variable q, and are related to the physical pulleys

θ by a constant ratio:

θBtrBt = qMLArMLA. (19)

Many of the radii of the differential pulleys are the same, which simplifies the

equations:

rAt = rBt = rBs = rAs. (20)

Based on these equations, we can derive the following:
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FBtDtrBt =
−τthigh

2
(21)

FAtCsp =
−τthigh

2rAt
(22)

FBsDsrBs =
−τshin

2
(23)

FAsCsp =
τshin
2rAs

. (24)

Combining equations 7, 8, 21, and 23, and keeping in mind that many pulley radii

are identical from (20), we can find the relationship between the leg angle motor

and the shin and thigh:

τMLA
rBt

rMLA
=
τshin + τthigh

2
. (25)

Spring Differential. The spring differential, shown in Figure 4(b), places the

fiberglass bar springs in series between the leg shape motor, qMLS , and the actual

leg shape. Because of this differential, the springs can be physically bolted to the

body of the robot, sharing a base with the motors, rather than shuttling back and

forth with the motion of the leg. Bolting the springs to the body of the robot allows

us to make them much larger and store sufficient energy for a running gait, while

avoiding the leg mass of leg-mounted springs.

Position constraints from Figure 4(b):

θAsp + θBsp = 2θCsp (26)

θAsprAsp = qMLSrMLS . (27)

Force and torque constraints from Figure 4(b):

FMLSrAsp − FAspDsprAsp = 0 (28)

FAspDsprAsp + FBspDsprBsp + FAtCsprCsp + FAsCsprCsp = 0 (29)

FAspDsprDsp − FBspDsprDsp = 0 (30)

FMLSrAsp − FAtCsprCsp − FAsCsprCsp = 0 (31)

FMLSrMLS = τMLS . (32)

Equivalences:

FAspDsp = FBspDsp = FMLS . (33)

Combining equations 9, 10, 21, 23, 31 and 32, we can calculate the relationship

between leg shape torque, τMLS , and the thigh and shin torques, τthigh and τshin :

τMLS = τshin
rCsprMLS

2rAsrAsp
− τthigh

rCsprMLS

2rAtrAsp
. (34)
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Because As and At are the same diameter, equal shin and thigh torques will can-

cel and transmit no torque to the leg shape motor. Conversely, equal and opposite

torques will be entirely transmitted to the leg shape motor.

3.3. Pulley Workspace

The workspace of the leg is determined by an imaginary line drawn from the hip to

the toe, as shown in Figure 3. The angle of this line relative to the body is called

Leg Angle, qLA. The length of this line is directly related to the Leg Shape, qLS ,

where the actual leg length is LL = 2d cos(qLS).

Home position for the robot is with the springs completely relaxed, the Leg Angle

completely vertical, and the Leg Length fully extended. The Leg Shape can move

an additional 5◦, to slightly hyperextend the knee, but the home position places the

thigh and shin parallel to each other. For a given cable, the home position is the line

drawn between two pulley axes; if a pair of pulleys is contained in a moving frame

of reference, as is the case for several of the differential pulleys, the home position

for that pair can move relative to the body coordinates. However, the home position

of the robot fixes and completely defines the home positions for all of the pulleys.

Our constraints are chosen based on the range limits of the leg and the deflection

limits of the springs:

• Spring pulleys may only rotate 160 degrees.

• Leg Shape, qLS , can range from −5◦ to 55◦, which implies that the thigh

range is −5◦ to 55◦, and the knee joint range is −10◦ to 110◦.

• Leg Angle has a range of ±45◦.

Given these constraints, we can derive the range of motion of the entire system

from the equations that describe the differentials. The range of motion of each pulley

is required for their detailed design, to locate the cable terminations correctly on

each pulley, as shown in Figure 5. Beginning with a list of pulleys, and the list of

pulley radii in Table 2, we describe the relations that define the three individual

differentials in the ECD Leg transmission.

The thigh differential:

rAtθAt + rBtθBt − (rAt + rBt)θC t = 0 (35)

θAt − θBt + rDt(1/rAt + 1/rBt)θDt = 0. (36)

the shin differential:

rAsθAs + rBsθBs − (rAs + rBs)θCs = 0 (37)

θAs − θBs + rDs(1/rAs + 1/rBs)θDs = 0. (38)

and the spring differential:

rAspθAsp + rBspθBsp − (rAsp + rBsp)θCsp = 0 (39)

θAsp − θBsp + rDsp(1/rAsp + 1/rBsp)θDsp = 0. (40)
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Finally, the equations that define interconnections of the differentials to form the

ECD Leg’s transmission; Bt and Bs are physically the same pulley, linking the shin

and thigh differentials:

θBt − θBs = 0. (41)

The Csp pulley on the spring differential is connected to the As pulley on the shin

differential with a straight connection, and to the At pulley on the thigh differential

with a crossed cable:

rCspθCsp + rAsθAs = 0 (42)

rCspθCsp − rAtθAt = 0. (43)

The leg angle and leg shape speed reducer pulleys both have two different diameters,

denoted by a superscript b for “big” and s for “small,” but each consist of only one

shaft:

θsLA − θbLA = 0 (44)

θsLS − θbLS = 0. (45)

The small side of the leg angle speed reducer pulley is connected to Bt (same as

Bs) of the thigh and shin differentials, with a crossed cable:

rsLAθ
s
LA + rBtθBt = 0. (46)

The qMLA leg angle motor pulley is connected to the larger diameter of the leg

angle speed reducer pulley, while the leg shape motor is connected to the larger

diameter of the leg shape speed reducer:

rmLAqmLA − rbLAθ
b
LA = 0 (47)

rmLSqmLS − rbLSθ
b
LS = 0. (48)

The leg shape pulley is attached to Aspring of the spring differential:

rsLSθ
s
LS − rAspθAsp = 0. (49)

The standard coordinate for leg shape, qLS , is related to the physical pulleys by the

following relationship:

qLS + (θCs − θC t)/2 = 0, (50)

and the standard coordinate for leg angle, qLA, is related to physical pulleys by the

following relationship:

qLA − (θCs + θC t)/2 = 0. (51)

The sets of equations (35) through (51) can be combined to yield seventeen

equations in twenty variables. They can be solved in terms of any three variables,

using a solver such as Matlab. Solving in terms of qLA, qLS and θBsp and substituting

for our range of motion limitations, −45◦ ≤ qLA ≤ 45◦, −5◦ ≤ qLS ≤ 55◦, and
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Fig. 5. The hip differential, showing the As (upper right) and Ds pulleys (lower left), with the Ds
pulley mounted in the Cs pulley (highlighted green). The maximum and minimum extent of As

relative to the frame of reference of Ds is [-50, 100], represented by the line sketches.

0◦ ≤ θBsp ≤ 160◦, results in the range of motion of each pulley in the system in

world coordinates.

Most of the pulleys are mounted to the frame of the robot, and interact with

other pulleys also mounted to the frame of the robot. For these pulleys, the range

of motion of the individual pulley provides sufficient information to calculate the

location of the cable terminations. However, some pulleys are mounted on rotating

frames of reference, such as the Ds pulley mounted in the Cs pulley, shown in Figure

5. To calculate the range of motion of the actual cable interaction, rather than just

the pulley rotation in world coordinates, we add the range of the pulley to the range

of its frame of reference, if the frame of reference moves. The range of motion of the

pulley interactions are described with a range of motion in the coordinate system of

the base pulley. For example, Bt→ Dt will show the range of motion of that cable

in the local coordinates of Bt. If a line is drawn between the base pulley and the

interacting pulley, the range swept by that line is a number pair, shown in Table 3.

This complete list of pulley interactions and ranges of motion is used to define

the location of each cable termination on each pulley. Because most of the pulley

ranges are less than a full revolution, most of the cables can be wrapped in a straight

line around the pulley rather than in a spiral, and the cable will not wrap on top

of itself. However, because the cable terminations are a potential weak point, we

attempt to maximize the amount of cable that is in contact with the pulley, to

maximize the friction and reduce the forces on the cable terminations. Using the

range of motion and the sketch in SolidWorks, the termination is placed such that
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C s→ knee [−10.0, 110.0] C sp→ As [−110.0, 10.0]

knee→ C s [−10.0, 110.0] Bsp→ Dsp [−170.0, 110.0]

As→ Ds [−50.0, 100.0] Dsp→ Bsp [−106.25, 68.75]

Ds→ As [−100.0, 50.0] Asp→ Dsp [−106.25, 68.75]

Bs→ Ds [−100.0, 50.0] Dsp→ Asp [−106.25, 68.75]

Ds→ Bs [−100.0, 50.0] Asp→ LSs [−178.75, 116.25]

As→ C sp [−10.0, 110.0] LSs → Asp [−371.8, 241.8]

At→ Dt [−100.0, 50.0] LSb → qMLS [−371.8, 241.8]

Dt→ At [−74.3, 148.6] qMLS → LSb [−1128.4, 1735.1]

Bt→ Dt [−50.0, 100.0] Bt→ LAs [−90.0, 90.0]

Dt→ Bt [−74.3, 148.6] LAs → Bt [−283.6, 283.6]

At→ C sp [−110.0, 10.0] LAb → qMLA [−283.6, 283.6]

C sp→ At [−110.0, 10.0] qMLA → LSb [−1134.5, 1134.5]

Table 3. Range of motion for each pulley pair, in local coordinates of the first pulley in each pair.

it will have a small clearance from interfering with itself at its maximum rotation.

This small clearance means that if the hard stops on the robot were to fail, many

cables would rotate farther than their maximum designed range of motion, and they

would run into themselves and cause damage. This problem occurred once during

robot experiments, but the cables were relatively easy to replace.

4. Experimental Procedure and Results

Thumper can sustain a stable hopping gait, shown in Figure 6. Furthermore, ex-

periments on Thumper and in computer simulations of Thumper show that there is

a specific passive leg stiffness that minimizes the amount of motor work that must

be inserted with each hop, during steady-state hopping. In other words, the ener-

getically optimal stiffness maximizes the spring restitution of the machine. Results

from the simulation of Thumper hopping in place are shown in the upper left of

Figure 8. Data from experiments on the real robot, shown in the upper right of

Figure 8, show the same trend as the simulation results, although with different

stiffness values due to modeling inaccuracies in the simulation.

After measuring the results for hopping in place, we added a large bar to

Thumper’s torso to increase the rotational inertia of the body and allow for more

stable forward hopping. This change enabled a stable one-legged running gait with

speeds up to 1.5m/s for stiffer springs, but it also added approximately ten pounds

to the mass of the robot, increasing the optimal leg stiffness values and the energy

requirements. Results from the simulation of Thumper hopping at approximately

1m/s and with increased torso mass and inertia are shown in the lower left of Figure

8. For experiments on the robot, shown in the lower right of Figure 8, we were able

to find stable running gaits for a relatively narrow range of leg stiffnesses, so our

graph shows only three data points, but even within these three leg stiffnesses we
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Fig. 6. Data recorded from Thumper, hopping with approximately zero forward velocity. The leg

length at touchdown is held at 0.95m for this experiment, shown as a horizontal line in the top

graph. The knee stiffness in this experiment was 524Nm/rad.

find one that is energetically optimal. We speculate that economy and stability are

related in some way, such that the most stable stiffness is also the most economic.

In addition to showing an optimal passive stiffness value, we have tested the

ability to vary the effective leg stiffness by actively controlling the set position of

the spring as a function of its deflection, or by changing leg length on touchdown to

increase the mechanical advantage of the knee. Figure 7 shows the change in duty

factor, or the percentage of the gait cycle that the robot spends in the stance phase,

as a function of physical leg stiffness or actively modified leg stiffness.

Experiments in simulation and on the robot are done by choosing a random leg

stiffness, creating the behavior either by defining it in simulation or by bolting a

particular spring onto the robot, and manually tuning the controller until the robot

is hopping in a steady-state gait. Data is recorded for approximately ten hops from

the robot, or three hops from the simulation, because the simulation data tends to

be much more consistent than the robot data and does not require as many data

points for averaging. From the plot of the spring deflection, we calculate the amount

of energy stored in the spring as the robot lands and its vertical velocity comes to
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Fig. 7. The duty factor, or percent of gait cycle spent on the ground, as a function of knee
stiffness. The graph on the left shows only the effect of physical springs, with values adjusted

by swapping springs between experiments. The bar graph on the right shows the effect of active

control in adjusting leg stiffness, without changing the physical spring. Also shown is an example
of changing leg stiffness by landing with a leg length of 0.97m, rather than the standard 0.95m.

zero. From the plot of the motor deflection, we calculate the amount of mechanical

energy the motor inserts to maintain a constant gait. These values are summed to

calculate the total amount of energy required to lift the robot from the bottom of

stance to the top of flight, and also the percent of this total energy that the motor

inserts with each hop to maintain a consistent gait. The values are averaged and

a standard deviation is calculated, resulting in a data point on the final plot. This

process is repeated for each different leg stiffness, to provide a picture of motor work

as a function of leg stiffness.

The energy insertion for our experiments is calculated by measuring the deflec-

tion of the motor at each millisecond, and the deflection of the spring at that point

in time, which corresponds to the applied force at the motor shaft. By measuring

only the mechanical work, we avoid the effects of the motor technology, such as

inertia or stall inefficiencies, and the results of our experiments can more easily be

compared to robots using other actuation technologies. We also avoid consideration

of the software controller in the calculation of work insertion; the energy can be in-

serted in a way that is electrically inefficient, using high torques and accelerations,

without affecting the results of our experiment. This way, we are certain that the

energy savings come from some mechanical effect, such as minimization of collision

losses or frictional losses.

5. Discussion

We speculate that the optimal stiffness is caused by a balance between energy losses

from the ground collision of the toe, and energy losses from internal friction of the

transmission and internal damping of the springs. Stiffer springs will result in a

more forceful impact on the ground and increased collision losses, whereas softer

springs will result in greater spring deflection and correspondingly higher frictional

losses through the mechanical transmission. In the simulation, the effects and overall

trends are similar, although the specific numbers differ due to discrepancies between
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Fig. 8. Data from the simulation and robot experiments on Thumper, showing the percentage of

the total gait energy that is inserted by the motor with each hop, as a function of the leg stiffness.

The total gait energy is the combined spring and motor energy required to lift the robot from the
bottom of stance to the apex of the flight phase. The error bars represent one standard deviation

calculated from data from three simulated hops. The mass of the robot is 38kg for hopping in

place, and 42.5kg with added torso inertia for running. Because several factors, including robot
mass, are different between plots, the specific numbers should not be compared; the relevant result

is the trend of an optimal leg stiffness for each experiment.

simulation and reality; the ground is simulated as a damped spring, and each joint

and spring has some damping, so some energy is dissipated with each foot contact

and with all motions. While our experiments considered only energy economy as a

function of physical stiffness, it would also be interesting to consider knee angles on

impact as an independent variable. Straighter legs may increase the ground impulse,

and affect the efficiency. We will examine this question in future work.

During hopping experiments with the ECD Leg, we found that the steel cables

stretch by a significant amount when under load. This behavior can cause problems

- for example, our safety system noticed that several pulleys did not follow their

kinematic relationships, assumed the cables had broken, and shut the robot own. In

addition, if the cables were tensioned less than half of the peak forces they would

see in operation, the unloaded cable went slack and fell out of the cable groove. As

long as the preload tension is at least half of the peak forces, one side will reach

peak load while the other reaches no load, and the cables will stay in their groove.
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In general, the cable stretch can be accommodated, because the fiberglass springs

dominate the behavior of the system.

Thumper was designed to behave like a simple mass-spring model for hopping,

and for the most part, it does; controllers are straightforward, and derived from

those described in Raibert’s book .24 However, the robot seems to have a preference

for hopping backwards rather than forwards, where the direction is defined by sim-

ilarity to human hopping. The impacts with the ground are much louder when the

robot hops forward, and the robot is more sensitive to falling while hopping forward.

Although the shin and thigh are constrained by a differential to act like a prismatic

joint, there are still asymmetries due to the inertia of the two links. We speculate

that this asymmetry is the cause of the instability; when running forward, the ef-

fective toe inertia is actually higher than when running backwards. Figure 9 shows

a simplified hopping robot much like Thumper, running forwards and backwards.

At ground impact, the toe abruptly changes velocity. For the backwards-running

robot, most of this toe velocity causes the shin to rotate, while the forwards-running

case results in translation of the shin. The impulse required to rotate the shin is

lower than the impulse required to translate the shin, and thus, ground impacts are

greater for forward-running in Thumper.

MM

Shin

Thigh

Impulse From
Ground Impact

V V

Forward 
Running

Backwards 
Running

Fig. 9. Two simplified hopping robots with knees, moving at equal and opposite velocities. The

ground impact imparts a discontinuous velocity change to the toe, which corresponds to a rota-
tional and a linear velocity change to the shin link that is different for the two scenarios.

The inertia of the motors accelerating and decelerating quickly seem to affect

the dynamics of the robot. For example, when the leg is extending during liftoff,

the abrupt stop seems to pitch the robot forward. We have added control laws to

add rotational inertia in the opposite direction to the body to partially cancel this

effect. For future designs of electric running robots, this effect should be taken under

consideration.

One problem with Thumper, and monopods in general, is that the robot has

some difficulty running at high speeds, due to the leg swing. The body pitches

forward quickly in response to the leg swinging forward during the flight phase. In

later experiments of running at speed, we added long horizontal bars with weights

at the ends to increase Thumper’s rotational inertia. This problem should not exist
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for MABEL, which can use the left leg to counter the inertia of the right leg, and

vice-versa.

In comparing our experience with Thumper to other machines, including pneu-

matic hoppers such as the Raibert hoppers, McKibben muscle robots such as Lucy,

hydraulic machines such as Big Dog, and electric machines with prismatic joints

such as the ARL Monopod II, there are a few clear advantages. One significant

advantage is the precision, simplicity, and cleanliness of electric motors. Hydraulics

tend to be messy and inefficient, but provide the advantage of a compact actua-

tor on the leg. Pneumatic actuators are very difficult to control in comparison to

electric motors; the successful Raibert machines used binary “on-off” commands to

the cylinders, and fine motor control is not an option with such a machine. Rigid

machines such as Asimo are not physically capable of implementing a spring-mass

running gait due to the large reflected inertia of the gearmotors; some physical

spring is necessary to handle unexpected impacts in spring-mass running.3

Many aspects of the ECD Leg are successful demonstrations of new ideas, or,

alternatively, a new application and refinement of old ideas. The series springs are

clearly important and contribute to the successful hopping gait, with better than

70% restitution for vertical hopping, as can be seen in the top right plot of Figure

8. The cable differentials create relationships between joints with no backlash, and

relatively low mass. Although cable differentials are not new, the concentric shape

of this implementation, similar to a planetary gear box, is novel. In addition, there

are many engineering details in the design of the ECD leg that will be used in

our legged machine designs in the future, and hopefully in the designs of other

researchers and engineers. For example, the methods for calculating the locations

of cable terminations, the design and manufacture of the grooves in both straight

and spiral configurations to support the cable, the methods for using fiberglass leaf

springs, and the integration of the brushless motors into the body of the robot.

Thumper and MABEL demonstrate, for the first time, a cable drive paired with

series elasticity for a running machine. In conclusion, Thumper hops, MABEL walks,

and we hope future designs will build upon this successful example of a walking and

running machine.
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